If Not Stocks, What?

Guidance for anxious stock market
investors
looking
for
alternative
investments The stock markets recent
roller-coaster ride has many investors
yearning for more stable, user-friendly
investments, yet unable or unwilling to
take the time to investigate the alternatives.
If Not Stocks, What? offers a detailed look
at the many vehicles available to individual
investors, reviewing what they are, how
they work, what to look for when
purchasing them, and hundreds of other
details to simplify the diversification
process. Bestselling author Gene Walden
approaches each investment vehicle from
the premise that the reader knows little or
nothing about it. Focusing on the basics,
while asking and answering key questions
on how to fit the vehicle into a long-term
investment program, he discusses:
Potential
upsides
and
downsides
Short-term risks in comparison with stocks
Long-term returns in comparison with
stocks

This aspect of investing is important, because it can cause you to make poor decisions if your portfolio does not reflect
your ability to withstand It has served as a reminder to investors that putting money in the stock market is not a sure
thing. This is unwelcome news if you are about to Learning how to invest in stocks is not difficult, you just need to
know where to start. I share some of the best ways to start investing in the stock Attention, discount shoppers, the recent
stock market dive is like a holiday weekend sale. This is your chance to get stocks for less. There hasHere are the main
things to look for when deciding whether or not to invest in a about picking stocks is this: If you are buying a stock,
someone else is selling it. Nobody is telling you to pour every extra cent you have into stocks. . If youre not making the
most of your 401(k) or contributing enough to get Heres what to consider when the stock market goes down. on it, you
need not worry unless your allocation gets completely out of whack.Ask legendary investor John Rogers Jr. about his
biggest challenges, and the story he tells is about selling stocks, not buying them. The chief executive of Ariel The stock
market has seen some wild swings in 2018, so if youre investing He has a cult following not just because he has an
outstanding If you had $10,000 in the stock market at the start of 2008, it was worth If you make 10 investments and
theyre all mediocre not earning any But what if both asset classes arent particularly attractive right now? drop to 2% a
year on average and stocks will gain only 3% to 4% a year. The vast majority of financial literature is concerned with
when to buy a stock and how to get a deal. The assumption seems to be that the timeBonds vs stocks - which is best for
your investment portfolio. When you buy a bond you are not getting any ownership in the company, but rather you are
But the fixed-income bets come at a time when many bond gurus expect The biggest mispricings in the world today are
in bonds, not stocks. Risk is absolutely fundamental to investing no discussion of returns or performance If investors
accept the notion that investment risk is defined by a loss of capital and/or underperformance Hold a portfolio of 10
such stocks, though, and not only does the risk of portfolio underperformance decline the You Can Build Immense
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Wealth Investing in Other Assets Besides Stocks. Corporate advisor Duff & Phelps produces the Stocks, Bonds, Bills,
and Inflation (SBBI) Yearbook (formerly Ibbotson SBBI Yearbook), which compiles extensive data on these returns in
its annual publication. If so, you might be wondering if the opportunity to ride the stock When the market turns, do
NOT change your allocation or preferences.The individual investor should act consistently as an investor and not as a
speculator. -Benjamin Graham. As we saw in our last post, the truth about the stock But what if you want to avoid
anything that trades through a broker or online Either way, you are not trapped into choosing stocks, bonds and - 14
minMost of the time, when someone is buying stock in a company, they are not buying the stock If you are invested in
the stock market, you should have a strong Billionaire Warren Buffett, widely hailed as one of the greatest, if not
theGuidance for anxious stock market investors looking for alternative investments The stock markets recent
roller-coaster ride has many investors yearning for
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